WalmartGivesNWA Campaign

NORTHWEST ARKANSAS NONPROFIT GUIDE
NONPROFIT USER GUIDE

Learn the Basics: GivePulse has a support portal with many helpful articles

on platform features. Below are links to articles for the most basic and necessary
system functions.
You can also watch this video for an overview of admin basics.
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Group Dashboard: The group dashboard allows you access to all the navigation tools to

manage your group. Here you access your users, events and can see an overview of all hours
and donation made to your group.

Create Events: On GivePulse, you can create and post volunteer events to share with your
community. There are several types of events you can create and many customization
options.

Manage Events: Under Manage Events, you can see all of the events created under your
group, published and unpublished, past and present.

Sign Registrants In: Admins can sign-in registrants to confirm their attendance at

volunteer events. When admins sign-in registrants, GivePulse will automatically create a
verified impact record. For this campaign, the volunteer will still need to request a match in
the system, and the nonprofit organization will still need to complete the match verification
process to confirm eligibility and adherence to campaign guidelines.

Impact Defined: On GivePulse, "Impact" is used as an umbrella term to describe all

potential forms of community engagement. An impact can be described as funds donated
and volunteer hours served.
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Impact Verification: Impact Verification is when a group or institution confirms the

contributions of its community members to their group or institution. Only verified impacts
of verified nonprofits are eligible for the corporate matching campaign. Additionally, the
organization must complete the match verification questions in accordance with the
WalmartGivesNWA Campaign Guidelines.
For the volunteer campaign, nonprofits in Northwest Arkansas must verify the statements and answer the below questions
to confirm campaign eligibility (only questions with asterisks will be required):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

*Your organization hereby agrees to use campaign grant funds solely for activities in the United States.
*Your organization affirms that the volunteer was not compensated by your organization for the volunteer time being verified.
Was this volunteer activity related to serving on the board of directors for this organization? (Yes/No)
*Was a representative of the nonprofit organization present at the volunteer activity? (Yes/No)
*User Agreement: By checking the box, you certify that you have read the Northwest Arkansas Volunteer and Associate Giving
Campaign Guidelines and FAQs and, to the best of your knowledge, the information you are submitting is accurate and complies
with the campaign guidelines.
Would you do this event again? (Yes/No)

For the associate donation campaign, nonprofits in Northwest Arkansas must verify the following statements and answer the
below questions to confirm campaign eligibility:
1. *Your organization hereby agrees to use campaign grant funds solely for activities in the United States.
2. *User Agreement: By checking the box, you certify that you have read the Northwest Arkansas Volunteer and Associate Giving
Campaign Guidelines and FAQs and, to the best of your knowledge, the information you are submitting is accurate and complies
with the campaign guidelines.
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Manage Impacts: Here, you will see all of the impacts logged with your group and the

various information associated with it. Each impact is listed with the user who completed it,
the impact date, the group and/or event the impact was logged with, and how many hours
were served or dollar amounts donated. Note: Users may choose to keep their identity
private.

Affiliates Defined: An affiliation with a group is a relationship between your organization

and other organizations. Affiliated groups can easily share their events on each other’s group
pages and engage a wider community.

Manage Affiliations:

• Here you can see your affiliations, what information each party is displaying, who requested
the relationship, who approved the relationship, and communication action items.
• You may always remove or deselect specific events and opportunities even when they are
approved to display all their events on your group.
Create Subgroups: You can create subgroups to build out organization hierarchy on
GivePulse and manage community engagement across the hierarchy.
Add Users: You can add or bulk upload existing volunteers or community members into your
group on GivePulse.
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Manage Users:

• Under “Manage Users” all user data from membership applications to group involvement
and registrations is available in one convenient place.
• This is also where you can Change your User’s Roles.

Payment: Campaign donations and match grants will be made through GivePulse to

Network for Good, a donor advised fund, recommending the verifying charity for payment.
To learn more about how donations to Network for Good work, please visit this site.

Export Data: GivePulse allows for easy data management with the export feature, which is

available in several places on GivePulse. Any admin of any group can export data. If you are an
admin of a network of subgroups, you can run reports and export the data on all of them.

For further questions, contact walmart@givepulse.com

